Fatigue effects on the bilateral deficit are speed dependent.
The bilateral deficit is characterized by a decrease in maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) force during bilateral activation of homologous muscles compared with sum of the forces produced during unilateral MVC of the muscles. A proposed relationship between the bilateral deficit and the ability to activate high threshold motor units was investigated. The effects of muscle fatigue, induced using two contraction speeds, on the size of the bilateral deficit were measured. Based on previously published findings, it was expected that fast velocity isokinetic contractions compared with slow velocity isokinetic contractions would produce a larger bilateral deficit. It was hypothesized that following a unilateral fatigue protocol, the size of the bilateral deficit at the fast and slow velocities would be comparable. The bilateral deficit was measured for isokinetic knee extension in 20 men (age:25 +/- 3 yr) before and after a fatigue protocol performed at 30 and 150 degreesxs(-1). The size of the bilateral deficit was initially the same at both velocities. The fatigue protocol at each contraction speed significantly decreased the maximum voluntary knee extension moment. The size of the bilateral deficit was not influenced by the 150 degrees fatigue protocol (pretest: -14.0% post-test: -12.5%; P > 0.05). However, the size of the bilateral deficit increased following the 30 degreesxs(-1) fatigue protocol (pretest: -13.7%; post-test: -21.9%; P < 0.05). The failure of the size of the bilateral deficit to be comparable at 30 and 150 degreesxs(-1) following fatigue is contrary to previous published reports that suggested reduced activation of high threshold motor unit is the primary mechanism underlying the bilateral deficit.